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About This Content

PORSCHE PACK VOLUME II
Porsche Pack Volume II is following the first DLC in being dedicated to the Porsche brand, introducing a different selection of

models in a total of nine configurations. The pack devotes attention to some of the most iconic racing cars ever created by
Porsche, including the 2015 Le Mans-winning 919 Hybrid, the iconic 911 GT1, and the legendary 962c, featured in both Long
Tail and Short Tail configurations, coupled with some of the most recent models of the Porsche 2016 line-up, with the aim to

offer a perfect mix between road cars, hypercars, as well as modern and historic GT and racing models.

THE CARS

Porsche 911 GT3 RS
Porsche 718 Spyder RS
Porsche Cayman GT4

Porsche 718 Boxster S Manual Transmission
Porsche 718 Boxster S PDK

Porsche 919 Hybrid 2015
Porsche 911 GT1

Porsche 962c long tail
Porsche 962c short tail

Porsche 911 GT3 RS
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With the 911 GT3 RS, Porsche is once again breaking down the barrier between sports cars and race cars. It is equipped with
the maximum degree of motorsport technology that is currently possible in a street-legal 911. With a lap time of seven minutes

and 20 seconds, the 911 GT3 RS even beats the historic record value of the Carrera GT super sports car of just under seven
minutes and 29 seconds on the North Loop of the Nürburgring.

Motorsport expertise is the reason for this superior performance. The 911 GT3 RS is powered by a four-litre six-cylinder engine
with 500 hp (368 kW) of power and 460 Newton metres of torque, combined with a specially developed PDK transmission. The
engine, which has the largest displacement and most power of any naturally aspirated engine with direct fuel injection in the 911

family, accelerates the high-performance sports car from zero to 100 km/h in 3.3 seconds and to 200 km/h in 10.9 seconds.
The 911 GT3 RS is a masterpiece of intelligent lightweight design. For the first time, the roof is made of magnesium; carbon

fibre is used for the engine and luggage compartment lids, and other lightweight components are made of alternative materials.
In addition, the lightweight roof lowers the sports car's centre of gravity which improves its excellent lateral dynamics. The body
comes from the 911 Turbo, and it signifies its status as nearly a race car driving machine with its RS-specific aerodynamic add-

on parts. The front spoiler lip, which extends nearly to the road, and the large rear wing reinforce its dominant look.
Another characteristic is the unique front wheel arch air vents that extend into the upper section of the wings – just as in

purebred motorsport cars. They increase downforce at the front axle.
The chassis of the 911 GT3 RS has been tuned for maximum driving dynamics and precision. Rear-axle steering and Porsche

Torque Vectoring Plus with fully variable rear axle differential lock increase agility and dynamics, and the wider front and rear
track widths enable a superior roll stability. In addition, the 911 GT3 RS comes with the widest tyres of any 911 model as

standard. The results: even more agile turn-in characteristics and even higher cornering speeds.

Porsche 718 Spyder RS
In 1960, Porsche continued its long list of victories, which began with the legendary Porsche 550 Spyder race car in 1953, with

an exceptional vehicle: the Type 718 RS 60. In response to a new FIA race car rule, which demanded they more closely
resemble standard production vehicles, the displacement of the RS 60 developed on the basis of the 718 RSK was not only

increased to 1,600 cc, it also gained some rather unusual features for a race car, namely a larger windshield, functional hood and
luggage compartment located at the rear, behind the four-cam four-cylinder engine which now produced 160 hp. Externally, the

new Spyder was recognisable by its deep, rounded front and a backward tapering bulge at the rear.
From the outset, the 718 RS 60 became a racing big shot, recording the sports car manufacturer's greatest successes to date,

particularly in long-distance events: at its very first outing, the 12h of Sebring, the Gendebien/Herrmann and Holbert/Sheckter
driver teams achieved the top two spots. Overall victory at the 44th Targa Florio in 1960 also went to Porsche, when Joakim
Bonnier and Hans Hermann crossed the finish line with a lead of more than six minutes over the three-litre Ferrari. Second

place in the 1000 kilometres of Nürburgring completed its triumphant run. With the Swiss racing driver, Heini Walter, at the
wheel, the 718 RS proved its climbing qualities by consecutively winning the third and fourth European Hill Climb

Championships in 1960 and 1961.

Porsche Cayman GT4

The Cayman GT4 marks the first time Porsche has introduced a GT sports car based on the Cayman model range which has
components of the 911 GT3. A lap time of 7 minutes and 40 seconds on the North Loop of the Nürburgring positions the

Cayman GT4 as the new benchmark at the top of its market segment.
The engine, chassis, brakes and aerodynamic design of the Cayman GT4 are configured for maximum driving dynamics. It is

powered by a 3.8-litre flat-six engine with 385 hp (283 kW), which is derived from the 911 Carrera S engine. Its power is
always transmitted by a six-speed manual gearbox with dynamic gearbox mounts. The Cayman GT4 accelerates from zero to

100 km/h in 4.4 seconds; its top speed is 295 km/h. The chassis – which features a 30 mm lower body position and a generously
sized brake system – consists nearly entirely of components from the 911 GT3.

As a mid-engine sports car and a prime example of driving dynamics in its class, it follows the conceptual tradition of such cars
as the 904 Carrera GTS, 911 GT1, Carrera GT and 918 Spyder. Hence, the Cayman GT4 makes a clear statement that Porsche
continues to promote radical two-door sports cars in the future – sports cars that are developed at the Motorsport department in

Weissach.

Porsche 718 Boxster S Manual Transmission / PDK

20 years after the first Boxster made its debut, Porsche has restructured its mid-engine roadsters in 2016. The designation for
the new generation of models is 718 Boxster and 718 Boxster S. This way, Porsche continues the tradition of the four-cylinder
flat engines that were used in the Porsche 718 mid-engine sports cars that won numerous races back in the 1950s and 1960s,
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among them being the legendary Targa Florio and Le Mans.
The centrepiece of the new model series is the newly developed four-cylinder flat engine with turbocharging - the first time

since the late 1960s that Porsche is again implementing sports cars with this type of engine. The 718 Boxster S develops 257 kW
(350 hp) from 2.5 litres of displacement. In the S-model, Porsche also uses a turbocharger with variable turbine geometry. In
fact Porsche is now the only manufacturer to offer VTG technology in production cars with petrol-driven engines, both in the

911 Turbo and in the 718 Boxster S.
Turbocharging significantly boosts torque. The 2.5-litre engine of the 718 Boxster S attains 420 Newton metres over a speed

range from 1,900 rpm to 4,500 rpm, which also leads to a faster sprint performance. The 718 Boxster S – with Porsche
Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (PDK) and Sport Chrono Package – sprints from zero to 100 km/h in 4.2 seconds. The top speed is

285 km/h.
In its driving dynamics, the new roadster also follows in the tracks of the original 718. The car's completely retuned chassis
enhances cornering performance. The electromechanical steering system is configured to be ten per cent more direct. This

makes the 718 Boxster even more agile and easier to steer, both on circuit tracks and in everyday traffic, and provides
passionate and sporty driving pleasure.

Porsche 919 Hybrid 2015

The WEC regulations lay down strict requirements relating to efficiency, safety and sustainability in motorsports. In short:
vehicles that are designed for the future. These requirements have inspired Porsche's engineers to carry on what Porsche has
been doing for over 60 years. Avoiding an either/or approach to isolated technologies, and instead examining every possible

detail without losing sight of the overall picture.
In the LMP1 class, the principle of dominance through maximum performance will give way to the demand for efficiency. For

the first time in the race’s history, all of the works teams in the top classification must compete with hybrid racing vehicles.
Porsche's choice of combustion engine was born out of an efficiency-optimized approach: a highly compact, turbocharged four-
cylinder 2-liter engine with direct fuel injection. The combustion engine is supported by two energy recuperation systems. Years

of experience in designing Sports Cars helped us to reduce the weight of individual components even further. The sports
prototype is made mainly of carbon. In addition, the engine made of high-strength aluminum and the use of magnesium and

various titanium alloys also helped to achieve the ideal system weight.

Porsche 911 GT1
The 911 GT1 was developed for works and customer appearances in GT races during the mid-1990s, making its racing debut in

1996. The GT1 was the first ever 911 to have a water-cooled mid-mounted engine, which as well as balanced axle load
distribution also offered aerodynamic benefits. Behind a Joest Team TWR Porsche WSC 95, the new GT race car immediately

achieved a double victory in the GT1 category at Le Mans in 1996, along with second and third place in the overall ranking.
In 1997, both 911 GT1s dropped out of Le Mans due to technical problems encountered just before the end of the race. A year

later, a revised version of the 911 GT1 competed at Le Mans, which was the first time Porsche entered a sports car with a
carbon fibre chassis. Thanks to its CFK monocoque, reworked front axle suspension and battery and generator weight savings,
the 911 GT1 98 weighed around 50 kilograms less than its predecessor. The engine output was increased by a further 50 hp,

thanks to its modified engine management system. Another new feature was the three-disc racing clutch made of carbon fibre.
As a fitting tribute to the 50th anniversary of the Porsche sports car brand, the 911 GT1 recorded a double victory for the

Zuffenhausen-based manufacturer at the 24h of Le Mans in 1998.

Porsche 962c long tail / short tail

First developed in 1984 for use in the USA, from 1985 the Porsche 962 C continued the successful global motorsport story
begun by its predecessor model, the 956, in 1982. Porsche undertook pioneering work in developing these race cars, adapting

the aerodynamic ground-effect used in Formula 1 to the new race cars. Wing profiles in the sidepods and diffusers in the
underbody produced a vacuum that 'sucked' the car to the track surface during driving, resulting in extreme cornering speeds.

The 956 and 962 C had aluminium monocoques that were around 80% stiffer than the tubular space frame of their
predecessors. As the rules limited fuel consumption, Porsche used ground-breaking injection and ignition systems. Some of the
differences between the 962 C and the 956 were a longer wheelbase, narrower tyres and increased weight (minimum weight of

850 instead of 800 kilograms), along with further improved aerodynamics. Initially fitted with a 2.65-litre twin-turbo engine, the
962 C was first powered by a fully water-cooled three-litre twin-turbo engine producing up to 700 hp during practice at Le

Mans in 1985. The 962 C won Le Mans in 1986, 1987, 1989 and 1994, following the 956's unbeaten run in the 24h race from
1982 to 1985. Porsche won five driver and three manufacturer's World Championship titles with these \"wing cars\" between
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1982 and 1986.
Hans-Joachim Stuck, Derek Bell and Al Holbert won the 24h of Le Mans on 13 and 14 June 1987 in the 962 006. The following

year, Mario, Michael and John Andretti used \"006\" as a practice car (T-Car) at Le Mans, after which it was acquired by the
Porsche museum.
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Porsche GT4. 'nuff said.. Best pack in AC by far IMO. Buy it!. The 962 short tail gave me a huge front tail. (Ok, I'm not good
with jokes)

Great Mod, all the cars are amazing!

The Porsche GT1 and the 919 Hybrid are delicious to drive.. By far the best Car pack! Worth every cent. Fantastic handling of
the midrange GT4 (very different to the regular Cayman S!), The GT3 RS is probably the best supercar in AC with much better
breaking performance than a F458 or R8-V10 or even the F488. Same goes for the racecars like the GT1 or 962c ->
surprisingly good & enjoyable handling, without any assists.
Only bummer is that they are still not finished with updating all cars, especially the street cars to the new tyre model.
. P O R N sche !!!!!!~~~~~~
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Another excellent reproduction of iconic cars by Assetto corsa, really enjoying these along with all the other DLCs.. The 919
Hybrid. Oh my god.. just alone the 919 Hybrid is worth the money. a dream of a car. Wonderful pack just like the first one, it's
really fun to drive these beauties. I feel pretty bad for only paying $15 for all three packs, the quality of these cars deserve way
more in return. Kunos is very generous when it comes to prices of DLC and I really appreciate that from them.. How ist it
possible that virtual accelaration makes you giggle like if you where in a real car? Thee 919 does that. Also al the other cars are
awesome.
Just buy it.
You spend more money on a ticket for the cinema!
Buy it now!. Definetly worth it. Even if you're a competent driver, dominating each of the cars in the pack is going to take you
quite a while. I'm less-than-competent and I've had some of the best moments of my sim life in the GT3 RS, hotlapping the
Nurburgring. Kudos to Kunos for releasing quality add-ons at a fair price.
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